
An Analysis of Obamaʼs ʻQuestioning 9/11ʼ Speech

It is recommended to watch the video first and then read this analysis.

In the following (word-for-word) excerpt from a speech by Obama CAPITALIZATION indicates 
emphasis in speech which is often combined with reinforcing gestures such as pointing or his 
trademark ʻpen holdingʼ gesture. [...] indicates pauses in speech (not omissions).

Obamaʼs words:

“Iʼm aware that thereʼs still some ... who would question or EVEN JUSTIFY the 
offense of 9/11, but LET US BE CLEAR ... Al Qaeda killed nearly THREE THOUSAND 
PEOPLE on that day. The victims were innocent men, women and children from 
America and many other nations who had done ... NOTHING ... to harm anybody. 
And yet Al Qaeda chose to RUTHLESSLY MURDER these people, claimed CREDIT 
for the attack and even now states their determination to KILL on a massive scale. 
They have affiliates in many countries and are trying to expand their reach. These 
are not OPINIONS to be debated, these are FACTS to be dealt with”.

An analysis:

You may be wondering if it is even possible to analyze such a short section of speech, yet when 
Obama talks the devil is definitely in the detail and even these few sentences exhibit a wealth of 
insight into the techniques of manipulation he (or rather those who employ him) uses. Once again 
we see how Obama, along with his team of NLP trained speechwriters, is actually saying nothing 
specific or of any substance while managing to sound perfectly reasonable, at least to the 
untrained ear. On another level he is also subtly (that is, until you understand it) programming the 
public with precise words and a calculated delivery (timing, emphasis). The aim of this is to mislead 
the public into THINKING they are agreeing with a set of rational ideas when they are in fact being 
programmed hypnotically and through NLP techniques with a set of BELIEFS. This programming 
(by definition) occurs without the public being fully aware/ conscious of what is happening or how it 
is happening. As studies have shown (see end of this analysis) it tends to be well educated and 
intelligent people who are in fact most susceptible to this hypnotic technique.

There is in this authorʼs opinion a distinction (but feel free to argue to the contrary) between using 
clever or even cunningly persuasive oratory and some of the more covert manipulative techniques 
Obama uses, in the same way that there is a distinction between persuasive election campaigning 
and vote fraud. Obamaʼs speeches (and this is only one example) consistently veer into the realm 
of mass hypnosis/ mind control (obviously without the knowledge or consent of the vast majority of 
the public) and therefore they can only be viewed as deception and fraud - and strictly speaking 
that makes them a crime.

“Iʼm aware that thereʼs still some ... who would question or EVEN JUSTIFY the 
offense of 9/11.....”



The first trick Obama uses in this example is to create a direct association between 
QUESTIONING THE VALIDITY OF THE OFFICIAL STORY OF 9/11 and JUSTIFYING MASS 
MURDER as if the two had anything whatsoever to do with each other - which of course they donʼt. 
In fact by saying “or even” before the word “justify” he is even implying a kind of sliding scale 
whereby questioning the official story is a step towards justifying the attacks. 

Obama is clearly an intelligent man and it is impossible he is unaware of the huge and obvious 
flaw in logic in tying these two concepts together. In fact it is not even faulty logic, it is absolutely 
contrary to logic. If he is aware of this he must be using such false, ridiculous ʻanti-logicʼ 
deliberately. The only logical reason for doing this would be to confuse, mislead and manipulate 
the publicʼs thoughts and emotions in order to program in the desired beliefs - something the rest 
of his speech (and many of his other speeches) demonstrates consistently.

No human with a heart could possibly justify mass murder and Obama knows that if he can get you 
to emotionally/ subconsciously link ʻquestioning the official storyʼ with ʻjustifying mass murderʼ then 
you are far more likely to resist questioning the official story. You simply ʻwonʼt go thereʼ in your 
thinking. Note how he doesnʼt even use the words ʻthe official storyʼ (at least not in this excerpt of 
the speech) even though that is clearly what he is referring to when he talks of ʻquestioningʼ. 
Instead he uses the phrase, “who would question ..../.... the offense of 9/11”. 

This word ʻoffenseʼ is an interesting choice. Some may hear it as ʻeventsʼ (and perhaps it is) which 
is the word you would expect to hear (as in ʻthe events of 9/11ʼ) but after listening back a few times 
I hear ʻoffenseʼ and I believe this word was chosen specifically and deliberately because it sounds 
so similar and yet carries a more loaded meaning, unlike ʻeventʻ which has a neutral meaning by 
itself. This might be a ploy to further distract and influence our thinking. ʻQuestioning the eventsʼ 
carries a mood of clear thinking and of rationality whereas ʻquestioning the offenseʼ is far more 
emotive - it focusses our attention on the wrongdoing, the attack itself, the aspects of 9/11 which 
are, naturally, offensive. The difference between the two words may determine whether we are 
steered towards objectively thinking rationally and critically about the events surrounding 9/11 or 
feeling the emotion of the offense, the attacks themselves. In fact ʻquestioning the offense...ʼ can 
even be interpreted as questioning whether the attacks were indeed offensive or not..... which only 
adds to the false association  made between questioning the official story and justifying the 
attacks. This choice of word is nevertheless a minor point, relatively speaking.

Having (mis)lead us into this quagmire of fraudulent associations, emotive descriptions and 
manipulative meanings in just a few words (!) Obama immediately goes on to say with heavy, 
deliberate emphasis “but LET US BE CLEAR...” followed by a long pause. 

Maybe Obamaʼs speechwriters know that our brains will already be trying very hard to process the 
first few nonsensical words and getting very confused - after all and as we already know, 
QUESTIONING THE VALIDITY OF THE OFFICIAL STORY OF 9/11 has nothing whatsoever to do 
with JUSTIFYING the horrors of those attacks. It makes no sense and CLEAR talking/ thinking it 
ainʼt!

And so before our brains have a chance to fully realize this (and perhaps suggest we walk away 
from such odious manipulation muttering, “this guy is talking nonsense, who the hell does he think 
we are - total idiots or what?”) Obama wipes the slate clean again with this “but LET US BE 
CLEAR...”. This is very interesting because it was Obama himself who made things extremely 
UNCLEAR to begin with. This might suggest we have been ʻset upʼ because now he is about to 
give us exactly what our brains are now craving: something true, obvious, CLEAR and 
straightforward. However, he gives us this clarity in the form of something totally unrelated and 
irrelevant: the number of people who died on 9/11. 

“...but LET US BE CLEAR ... Al Qaeda killed nearly THREE THOUSAND PEOPLE on 
that day.”



He also sneaks in “Al Qaeda killed” but the way he says it places all the EMPHASIS (indicating 
where the important revelation / resolution is) on the number of people who died, something which 
nobody disputes. Yet by placing the emphasis there Obama makes it sound as if the people who 
question the official story are questioning how many people died on that day. This ʻmeta logicʼ (to 
give it a name) which Obama is creating in our minds runs like this: heʼs right you know, THREE 
THOUSAND PEOPLE REALLY DID die on 9/11 - anyone who question this fact is wrong! 

This ʻmeta logicʼ also serves as a distraction (we are given the difficult and consuming task of 
imagining 3000 people being killed, something which is also emotionally distracting) and in this 
way it serves as a vehicle (a Trojan horse) to smuggle in the idea that ʻAl Quaeda killedʼ these 
people. When you include the contents of the Trojan horse the result is that we actually end up 
thinking this: heʼs right you know, Al Qaeda REALLY DID KILL THREE THOUSAND people on 9/11 
- anyone who question this fact is wrong!

This manipulative technique becomes very clear when you rewrite the statement logically, 
WITHOUT the manipulation.

“Iʼm aware that thereʼs still some ... who would question the official version of 
events surrounding 9/11, but let me be clear about this.... it was AL QAEDA who 
carried out the attacks and we know this because [he would then give a long list of 
evidence and facts supporting his assertion]....”

This is how Obama, or anyone else, would have spoken if they had wanted to be clear and 
straightforward, and notice how it sets up a logical chain of accusation - reassertion - 
evidence and reasoning to back it up. Or in other words: “some question the 9/11 official 
story - I reassert it is true - and hereʼs why...”

Yet this is nothing like the sheer nonsense which Obama comes out with! What we get 
instead - although presented as clear, rational and straightforward (to the half conscious, 
unaware listener hypnotized by Obamaʼs slow paced delivery) is this insultingly 
nonsensical babble:

“Iʼm aware that thereʼs still some ... who would question or EVEN JUSTIFY the 
offense of 9/11, but LET US BE CLEAR ... Al Qaeda killed nearly THREE THOUSAND 
PEOPLE on that day....”

It is also very interesting to note that Obama says ʻlet US be clearʼ and not ʻlet ME be clearʼ. He is 
in essence instructing us to all believe in the statement he is about to make next (that Al Qaeda 
killed nearly 3000 people ....). He says this as if he is about to clarify his own information but what 
he is actually doing is blatantly telling us what to feel - “but LET US BE CLEAR...”. In this sense 
what he is really saying is “..but LET US ALL FEEL SURE...”. He is planting the instruction to be 
convinced and then and then literally defining, programming us with a reality description (“Al 
Qaeda killed nearly THREE THOUSAND PEOPLE on that day....”). And this reality 
description is in itself used as an additional programming tool as already discussed.

Next, Obama goes on - NOT to provide evidence showing exactly how Al Qaeda was responsible -  
but instead to laboriously give us six more ʻno brainerʼ facts in succession: 

“The victims were (1)innocent (2)men, (3)women and (4)children (5)from America and 
(6)many other nations...” 



And this is followed by a seventh fact - a truly startling revelation! - which Obama emphasizes 
almost theatrically, with a dramatic pause (before and after) as well as a hand gesture and the 
lowering of his voice. This revelation is that the people who died on 9/11...

 “..had done .... NOTHING ... to harm anybody.”

The dramatic way this is all conveyed to us suggests (emotionally, subconsciously) once again that 
this is all useful, important and somehow relevant information that is indeed some kind of ʻanswerʼ 
or ʻexplanationʼ. But how exactly is all this information addressing, let alone resolving the very 
important issue of the validity of the 9/11 official story? It clearly is not.

Letʼs look again at the information Obama has just provided.

• al qaeda killed
• nearly 3000 people
• the victims were innocent
• they were men
• they were women
• they were children
• they were from America
• they were also from many other nations
• they had done NOTHING to harm anybody

Why is Obama telling us all this stuff? In addition to the techniques just mentioned, the answer is 
he is using yet another technique to try and disarm our critical thinking. All of those facts are ʻno 
brainerʼ facts and when Obama tells us this ʻno brainerʼ information and tells it to us at such a slow 
(and frankly boring) pace our brains tend to switch off their critical thinking powers. We donʼt NEED 
to think about these facts because they are, quite literally, ʻno brainerʼ facts. This is similar to a 
security guard at the entrance to some vulnerable public building letting in a bunch of sweet 
elementary school children because OBVIOUSLY they are not a security threat and so they donʼt 
NEED to be searched or show any ID. Again, itʼs a ʻno brainerʼ. In you come, just move along now, 
and you, and you, and you....

But wait, one of those facts is not a ʻno brainerʼ at all, it is the very ʻfactʼ some people are 
questioning and the one Obama is SUPPOSED to be explaining: the ʻfactʼ about Al Qaeda being 
supposedly responsible. But when casually placed alongside a long list of other ʻno brainerʼ facts it 
is far more likely to be accidentally validated as an ʻobvious factʼ along with the rest of obvious 
facts being listed alongside it. This is a recognized ʻconversational hypnosisʼ technique. In the 
sales industry it is known as getting the potential customer into a ʻyesʼ mode (You like to save 
money, yeah? You care about your future, yeah? You love your wife, yeah? You like being happy, 
yeah? I just need you to sign here, yeah!...). Another relevant example would be the childrenʼs 
game ʻSimon saysʼ.

Obama then carries on to tell us yet more obvious things that WE ALREADY KNOW. He tells us 
that the victims of 9/11 were RUTHLESSLY MURDERED. Note that they werenʼt just murdered, 
they were ruthlessly murdered. This is more ʻno brainerʼ information as well as being descriptive 
and highly emotive which means it engages (thus distracts) both our emotions AND our 
imagination while being so obviously true that it also helps to keep our critical thinking powers 
bored and deactivated. There was no real need to tell us they were ruthlessly murdered (or 
murdered at all) because itʼs one of the things everybody already knows about 9/11. But telling us 
about 9/11 in this way allows him to repeat his previous trick and once more slip in “Al Qaeda” as 
the perpetrators again while emphasizing the ʻno brainerʼ / emotional/ descriptive fact that the 
victims were ʻruthlessly murderedʼ. 

“And yet Al Qaeda chose to RUTHLESSLY MURDER these people...”



The implied ʻfactʼ that Al Qaeda carried out the attacks is in this way ʻsupergluedʼ to the heavily 
emphasized ʻno brainerʼ fact that the victims were ruthlessly murdered - and in this way it is 
accepted automatically and unconsciously as a single ʻunitʼ of truth. This is not persuasive arguing 
- this is hypnotic mind control!

Are you starting to see now how it works? All these obvious, simple, emotive and unnecessarily 
descriptive (to the point of distraction) facts are painstakingly and elaborately conveyed by Obama 
in such a (literally) mind numbingly laborious and pseudo reasonable way that we become semi 
hypnotized. The REAL ISSUES that Obama SHOULD be discussing can then easily be either 
omitted, ignored or glossed over while at the same time implied ʻfactsʼ can be attached to genuine 
ʻno brainer factsʼ and accepted as ʻfactual unitsʼ without the public realising consciously whatʼs 
going on. This is how Obama programs his audience. The apparent simplicity and clarity of his 
slow deliberate vocal style when giving speeches is actually a cold, calculating and 100% contrived 
deception, a deliberate form of conversational hypnosis inflicted on the public and by definition that 
means it is mass mind control. He bores your critical thinking brain to death by being so slow and 
stating obvious facts and then sneaks in his programming while your guard is down. The speeches 
themselves (which are read from two auto cues, one on either side of Obama) are constructed in 
advance down to the last letter - and even down to the level of pauses and emphasis - well in 
advance and they make use of the art/ science of conversational hypnosis, NLP, pure 
salesmanship etc.

Perhaps you think I am nitpicking over words and Obamaʼs speeches arenʼt really controlling 
anyoneʼs minds. OK letʼs pause for a moment and review.

So far, Obama has told us (with a completely straight face and without the audience bursting out 
laughing or throwing any rotten fruit) that although some people DO still question the official 
conspiracy theory of 9/11 (that the attacks were masterminded by a man on dialysis in a cave on 
another continent and carried out by 19 men using box cutters who flunked out of flight school and 
couldnʼt fly Cessna 172ʼs but nevertheless managed to overpower, take control of and fly 
unfamiliar civilian jets, evading the most sophisticated air defenses on the planet for hours before 
executing aerodynamically impossible approaches at flight speeds in excess of VNE to strike 3 out 
of 4 targets with 100 percent accuracy in such a way as to leave a 16 foot wide hole in one building 
and cause two 110 story skyscrapers and a 47 story skyscraper two blocks away to dive at free fall 
speed into their own footprints disintegrating into dust on the way down and leaving molten metal 
burning in their basements for weeks afterwards etc) they really SHOULDNʼT question it for the 
following reasons:

• we probably shouldnʼt justify mass murder
• 3000 people died
• the people who died were men, women, children from all over the world
• they were all murdered in a ruthless fashion

Apparently this proves that ʻAl Qaeda did itʼ as per the ʻofficial storyʼ - and so much so that we 
should feel no need to question the validity of this story any more. This is the ʻlogical essenceʼ so 
far of Obamaʼs speech!

Do you see how idiotic this whole thing is?! Yet Obama is no idiot and I believe he was trained in 
law. He would surely know that the facts he gives are not evidence supporting the official 
conspiracy theory of 9/11 and that his speech is utter nonsense when examined critically. He would 
know that he is only providing the most basic, shallow descriptions of what happened on 9/11, 
facts that even a dog would be aware of, and which do not constitute evidence of HOW it was 
carried out! He would know that he is, in effect, saying person X is the murderer because victim Y 
suffered horrific injuries and itʼs very sad that he died when by all accounts he was a very nice 
chap.



It is inconceivable that Obama himself would be convinced by his own weird and downright phony 
ʻexplanationsʼ, or consider them convincing to the public in the conventional, honest sense such as 
presenting relevant evidence or using grown up rational debate. Therefore we must conclude (but 
feel free to think of another explanation if you can) that he is deliberately trying to deceive the 
public with (among other things) NLP and hypnotic suggestion. Letʼs continue with this analysis....

Hereʼs something you may not have noticed. Obama tells us that Al Qaeda claimed “credit” for the 
attacks. You probably thought you heard the word “responsibility” (I did the first time). Itʼs amazing 
what you notice when you pay attention to the detail! ʻCreditʼ is another very interesting choice of 
words, especially when ʻresponsibilityʼ would have be the most obvious choice, surely.

credit
noun
1 he never got the credit he deserved praise, commendation, acclaim, acknowledgment, recognition, kudos, glory, 
esteem, respect, thanks, admiration, tributes, gratitude, appreciation; informal bouquets, brownie points, 
marks.
2 the speech did his credit no good reputation, repute, image, name, good name, character, prestige, standing, 
status, estimation, credibility.
3 archaic : his theory has been given very little credit credence, belief, faith, trust, reliance, confidence.
4 she bought her new car on credit loan, advance, financing; installments; informal plastic.
verb
1 the wise will seldom credit all they hear believe, accept, give credence to, trust, have faith in; informal buy, 
swallow, fall for, take something as gospel (truth).
2 the scheme's success can be credited to the team's frugality ascribe, attribute, assign, accredit, chalk up, put down.

Next come some very, very, very vague assertions, namely that Al Qaeda have claimed their 
intention to kill on a massive scale and that they have affiliates in many countries and are trying to 
expand their reach. It would take a long, long time to pick apart what Al Qaeda really is and who 
they work for and if they are even real - in the sense that they are portrayed in the mainstream 
media - but any research (which is an invitation to do some research for yourself) will render these 
assertions meaningless (at best). The fact that Bin Laden was never and still isnʼt indicted for 9/11 
according to the official FBI website (verifiable), a fact also confirmed by Cheney himself in an 
interview (verifiable) and that the Bin Laden family have been family friends with the Bushes for 
decades (verifiable) and even helped Bush Jnr set up his first oil company in Texas (verifiable) and 
that the CIA funded and trained (effectively created) Al Qaeda (verifiable) all go some way to 
explaining why these simplistic claims are not valid in any way. Again, Obama is making claims but 
not presenting evidence, or inviting anyone to look for evidence.

In fact he seems to be trying very hard to convince you to accept it, to believe in it without doing 
any research and without even mentioning the official story, never mind what this official story even 
is! Where is the evidence that the official story of 9/11 is anything more than an official story? The 
official STORY. Obama would have you believe the evidence for the official story is staring us all in 
the face: nearly 3000 people died of that day, they were ruthlessly murdered, they were men, women, children, from 
the US and many other nations... 

Instead of validating the official story he only reaffirms the validity of BASIC FACTS about 9/11, yet 
this is deliberately used to manipulate us into feeling he is validating the official story.

Why doesnʼt Obama want us to feel any need to do our own research, use our own brain, and 
draw our own conclusions? Why is he trying to hypnotize us to believe in the official story, instead 
of presenting the evidence and settling the matter rationally or encouraging us to research it for 
ourselves? In short, why is he treating the public as idiots?

And why are people allowing themselves to be treated as idiots?



To finish up Obama finally does say something meaningful, significant and genuinely revealing. 
Having thus far attempted to mislead us, deceived us and program us using carefully contrived 
NLP and other hypnotic techniques he finally opens up and tells it to us straight, from the hip, 
without mincing his words. 

In an absolutely authoritarian way, he ORDERS us NOT to exercise free thought and NOT to 
exercise free speech.

“These are not OPINIONS to be debated, these are FACTS to be dealt 
with”

So there you have it. According to Obama the official story is true because it just IS. According to 
Obama the official story needs no discussion and no thought - what he actually means is the 
official story REQUIRES we do not discuss it and do not even think about it at all .....  only then will 
it stay believable.

According to Obama the official story is true because you have all given up your critical thinking 
abilities and surrendered to his mass mind control techniques.

Well..... is he right.....?

For more (and frankly much better) information on Obamaʼs hypnotic speech techniques research 
the work of Dr. Milton Erickson, M.D and be sure to google, download and read:

An Examination of Obamaʼs Use of Hidden Hypnosis Techniques in His Speeches


